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ABSTRACT
The Spectro XRTM is an advanced color/NIR/SWIR/MWIR 16’’ payload recently developed by Elbit Systems / ELOP.
The payload’s primary sensor is a spotter camera with common 7’’ aperture. The sensor suite includes also MWIR
zoom, EO zoom, laser designator or rangefinder, laser pointer / illuminator and laser spot tracker. Rigid structure,
vibration damping and 4-axes gimbals enable high level of line-of-sight stabilization. The payload’s list of features
include multi-target video tracker, precise boresight, strap-on IMU, embedded moving map, geodetic calculations suite,
and image fusion.
The paper describes main technical characteristics of the spotter camera. Visible-quality, all-metal front catadioptric
telescope maintains optical performance in wide range of environmental conditions. High-efficiency coatings separate
the incoming light into EO, SWIR and MWIR band channels. Both EO and SWIR bands have dual FOV and 3 spectral
filters each. Several variants of focal plane array formats are supported.
The common aperture design facilitates superior DRI performance in EO and SWIR, in comparison to the
conventionally configured payloads. Special spectral calibration and color correction extend the effective range of color
imaging. An advanced CMOS FPA and low F-number of the optics facilitate low light performance. SWIR band
provides further atmospheric penetration, as well as see-spot capability at especially long ranges, due to asynchronous
pulse detection. MWIR band has good sharpness in the entire field-of-view and (with full HD FPA) delivers amount of
detail far exceeding one of VGA-equipped FLIRs.
The Spectro XR offers level of performance typically associated with larger and heavier payloads.
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INTRODUCTION
Stabilized electrooptical payloads are widely used in multitude of military and paramilitary applications. The payloads
are carried by various airborne, seaborne and ground platforms, performing day and night surveillance and
reconnaissance imaging as well as target tracking, designation by a laser spot, weapon cuing, and range measurement 1.
Typically the payloads are equipped with continuous or step zoom optics, covering range of field-of-view (FOV)
angles. The narrowest FOV usually defines the payload performance, giving the maximal image magnification, the
finest spatial resolution and the longest target acquisition ranges. The narrowest FOV optics can be realized as the
maximal focal length position of a refractive or catadioptric zoom lens, or, in some payloads, as a separate catadioptric
telescope (spotter). The paper describes such a multi-spectral spotter camera developed by Elbit / ELOP for its newest
“Spectro XR” payload.
ELOP entered the field of stabilized payloads in 1990s with a seaborne MSIS system. Later a family of versatile 15’’
ComPASS payloads was designed. The advanced, fully digital version of this model (DComPASS TM) is in production for
a number of years, equipped with continuous zoom FLIR and fiber-optics gyro IMU. ELOP’s payload product line
includes also a heavier AMPS system carrying large aperture infrared and EO sensors. The AMPS delivers exceptional

resolution performance at long standoff ranges. On the other side of the size scale, there is 8’’ MicroComPASS payload
providing continuous zoom cooled IR and laser designation capability for smaller platforms.
In the recent years ELOP has recognized a need to augment and modernize its payload product line, especially in the
workhorse midsize payload class. Short-wave infrared (SWIR) InGaAs detector technology is now mature and offers
improved haze penetration and higher contrast for daytime imaging. A modern payload should include the three imaging
bands (VNIR, SWIR and MWIR), thus acquiring a multispectral (MS) capability. It was realized that for the given
payload size and weight a shared front optics design can provide larger optical aperture, compared to the conventional
configuration where the sensors are installed side-by-side. The larger aperture translates into higher spatial resolution
and better sensitivity. Combined with state-of-the-art high-definition focal plane arrays and latest-generation
electronics, materials and manufacture technology, this allows achieving a significant performance leap.
Common aperture, three-band optics is typically associated with relatively large and heavy systems such as Raytheon
MTS family and L3 Sonoma payloads. The Spectro XR introduces the technology into the mainstream 15’’…16’’,
~50kg payload class.
The Spectro XR design benefited from ELOP’s proficiency and know-how in spaceborne and airborne reflective
telescope technology. Particularly, the dual-band EO/IR long-range oblique photography (LOROP) camera program
experience2,3,4,5 provided valuable understanding of peculiarities of a catadioptric multispectral system design,
calibration and operation in airborne environment. As a result, the Spectro XR development has been successfully
completed in a short timetable, and the performance goals have been achieved.

THE SPECTRO XR
The Spectro XR is one-LRU payload, with image processing, navigation and mission management electronics placed in
the static base which is interfaced with the platform. Stiff structure, vibration dampers and four gimbal system with
strap-on fiber optics gyro-based inertial measurement unit (IMU) enable fine level of line-of-sight (LOS) stabilization.
The internal sensors assembly is built around the primary MS spotter camera. The rest of the sensors and lasers are
mounted onto the spotter camera’s structure:
 Newly-designed advanced laser designator. The designator has the same 100mJ pulse energy as the older
models, but achieves it in a half of volume and half of mass.
Optionally, a laser rangefinder can be installed instead of the designator.
 MWIR continuous zoom optics. The optics provides wide-to-medium FOV thermal imaging capability. There
is a fast-action switchable folding mirror, which allows connecting the MWIR detector to the zoom or to the
spotter optics.
 VNIR continuous zoom camera. The zoom covers wide-to-medium FOV angles. Sharp optics and advanced
CMOS FPA provide excellent image quality as well as low light capability.
 Laser spot tracker
 Laser pointer/ illuminator
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Fig.2. Front side: a) the multispectral telescope (spotter), b) NVG laser illuminator,
c) EO zoom camera, d) laser designator, e) MWIR continuous zoom

Fig.1. The Spectro XR payload

THE MULTISPECTRAL SPOTTER CAMERA
The VNIR / SWIR / MWIR spotter camera is the primary sensor of the payload. It occupies most of the internal volume
and serves as a structural base onto which the rest of the sensors are mounted.
The camera design has been guided by a number of principal objectives:


High performance in a variety of applications
The opto-mechanical and thermal design of the camera was carefully optimized to provide image fidelity and
resolution in wide range of temperature and under vibration. From high-flying mission aircraft to low-and-hot
helicopter scenario, from ship mast to vehicle-mounted installation, the camera maintains imaging
performance at the high end of the 15’’…16’’ payload class.



Modularity
The camera consists of the five main modules:
- A front, common reflective telescope
- Spectral beamsplitter
- Three rear optics units (VNIR, SWIR and MWIR), each includes a FPA unit
Each of the modules can be assembled and pre-calibrated separately. Only minimal calibration is required
at fully-assembled camera stage. Each of the modules can be replaced while the others are in place.



Manufacturability (in significant numbers and at limited cost)
The diamond-turned aluminum alloy mirrors can be manufactured in less machine time and at lower
cost, compared with light-weighted and polished zerodur (or similar) mirrors. The opto-mechanical
design includes many features simplifying the assembly and calibration.



Flexibility and upgradability
Different types and formats of focal plane arrays can be installed, depending on a customer’s
requirements. The modular design facilitates ease of changes and upgrades. For example, 3.6…4.2µm
MWIR rear optics can be replaced by 3.6…4.9µm optics if necessary. F-number can be changed as
well to support future FPAs with smaller pixels.

Main parameters of the spotter camera:
Values
CMOS
1,920x1,080
Super narrow FOV: 1,820mm
Narrow FOV:
910mm
3 filters
InGaAs
640x512
1,280x1,024
Super narrow FOV: 2,210mm
Narrow FOV:
970mm
3 filters
InSb
or InAsSb (HOT)
1,920x1,080
1,280x1,024
640x512
700mm

Parameters
Sensor type
Format
Focal length
Filter wheel
Sensor type
Format variants

Band
VNIR
(0.45…0.9µm)

SWIR
(1.2…1.7µm
+1.06µm)

Focal length
Filter wheel
Sensor type

MWIR
(3.6…4.2µm)

Format variants
Focal length

All the three spectral channels are equipped with closed-loop controlled focus mechanisms, with several modes of
autofocus based on image sharpness. Non-uniformity correction includes a combination of factory calibration with
scene-based correction. Advanced contrast enhancement is available in all the three bands.
Special color calibration process was developed for EO band of the camera. The calibration is based on measurement of
the overall spectral transmittance of the optical channel, and calculation of correction matrix minimizing the least
squares error of the color response. The color correction algorithm is supplemented by approximate compensation of
color distortion caused by the atmosphere attenuation and path radiance. Combined with the powerful optics, large full
well capacity of the CMOS detector and sophisticated contrast enhancement, the correction enables significant
extension of the effective color imaging range.
See-spot capability is provided in the SWIR NFOV. The relatively low F-number and asynchronous laser pulse
detection6 (ALPD) feature of the InGaAs FPA enable acquisition of the designator spot at especially long ranges. The
see-spot capability and the common aperture design facilitate precise boresight between the laser and imaging channels.

THE TELESCOPE
The broad spectral band covered by the camera (from visible to medium-wave infrared) necessitates application of
reflective optics in the front, common stage of the optical path. A Cassegrain configuration was implemented in the
Spectro, with parabolic primary and hyperbolic secondary mirrors. Residual aberrations of the telescope are corrected
by lenses of the rear optical channels. The telescope was the most technologically challenging item in the Spectro
payload development, because of a number of stringent and contradicting requirements and constrains:
 The optical requirements are driven by the shortest-wavelength band (the visible), where quality highdefinition imaging shall be provided.
 The telescope shall operate in a wide temperature range (-40…+71°C); the 111 degrees span is considered as
an extreme for a reflective telescope of the required performance level.
 The mechanical stability (stiffness) shall be sufficient to maintain the image sharpness and to prevent excessive
video jitter in intensive low-frequency vibration environment typical for helicopter platforms. Still, there shall
be some flexibility (kinematic mounting) to prevent mirror deformation under temperature gradients.






Limited volume forces an especially short distance between the telescope mirrors, increasing the optomechanical sensitivities.
Dense integrated design subjects the telescope structure and mirrors to considerable heat fluxes and gradients
of temperature.
The telescope mass shall be low enough to prevent gimbal balancing problems and to keep overall payload
weight in desired limits.
The telescope cost should be relatively low in order not to affect the payload competitiveness.

Quality visible-band telescopes are typically designed with smooth surface, low-scattering mirrors of precise form,
made from material with ultra-low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Zerodur and ULE glasses are materials of
choice in most cases. The mirrors are polished to residual optical wave front (WFE) of λ/30 RMS or finer. Highlystable, lightweight but stiff structure of these telescopes is made from composite materials. The materials have near-zero
CTE matching one of the mirrors. The latter are mounted to the structure by means of flexures, preventing potential
deformation of the mirrors because of mounting stresses and temperature variation7. ELOP has in-depth knowledge of
the technology, designing and manufacturing a number of successful telescopes for spaceborne and airborne
reconnaissance cameras over several decades.
Alternative telescope design is an athermal one where the mirrors and structure are made of the same material (or
materials with matching values of CTE). Such concept was implemented in the Spectro XR, with not only the telescope,
but also the spotter’s optical bench as well as rear optics substructures made of aluminum alloys. The material choice
facilitates the interfacing in conditions of wide temperature range and considerable vibration. Of course silicon carbide
ceramics or aluminum-beryllium alloy could be even better choice for the application due to very high specific stiffness
and thermal diffusivity; however, these materials were not used because of cost limitations.
In the recent years there has been significant development of aluminum-alloy mirror technology. Single point diamond
turned (SPDT) aluminum mirrors provide lower manufacture cost and easier CTE matching with structural elements.
Residual roughness of 2…4nm is obtained at mirrors made of rapidly solidified aluminum (RSA) alloys. Post-polishing
achieves similar level of roughness at conventional aluminum substrates such as 6061-T68.
The Spectro telescope is an athermal device with aluminum-alloy mirrors and tubular structure. Aspherical surfaces of
the mirrors are machined by SPDT and achieve residual surface irregularuty of λ/40 RMS, due to high structural
stiffness. The secondary mirror tilt, decenter and axial position are aligned in a special interferomertic setup. The
aligned and assembled telescope has near-diffraction limited performance, with residual optical WFE not exceeding
λ/14 RMS. The alignment setup and tools were specially modified and adapted for quantity production.
Extensive effort of finite-element analyses was applied to optimize the opto-mechanical design. Multiple variants of
mirrors’ structure configuration, mirror-to-tube mounting, tube design and tube-to-payload bench mounting were
analyzed. Several prototypes were manufactured and tested. As a result, the final telescope design meets the
requirements and operates with practically no visible-band performance degradation under the conditions of vibration,
temperature and temperature gradients which are considered as extreme for a telescope of this size and performance
level.

ADVANTAGES OF THE DESIGN POINT
EO and SWIR spotter optics in many models of surveillance payloads have moderate aperture size (50…100mm)
combined with relatively high F-number (typically in 14…18 range). The long focal length and narrow FOV of these
sensors promise high resolution in marketing prospects; however, in real world the high F-number results in limited
sensitivity and significant diffraction blur. Thus, the resolution promise is fulfilled only under favorable illumination
and target contrast conditions.
Relative large aperture of the Spectro XR telescope gathers more light and has diffraction limit cut-off at higher spatial
frequency. The focal length values were chosen as a result of extensive performance analyses and careful optimization.

Both the super-narrow FOVs (EO and SWIR) have moderate F-numbers, balancing between the resolution, sensitivity
and footprint width. The wider (“narrow”) FOVs have shorter focal lengths but still use the entire aperture, resulting in
especially low F-numbers. This important feature facilitates robust imaging at low Sun angles.
Graphs at fig.3 illustrate normalized range performance of the Spectro XR EO SNFOV and NFOV, compared with two
typical examples of spotter camera parameters (aperture 60mm / focal length 965mm and aperture 90mm / focal length
1,500mm), in an airborne scenario. At favorable illumination (40° Sun zenith angle) the Spectro acquisition range is
correspondingly x1.15 and x1.39 farther than one of the 60mm and 90mm cameras. At lower Sun (80° zenith angle) the
performance gap becames even wider, with x1.24 and x1.48 range ratios. Moreover, at the lower Sun angle both fieldsof-view of the Spectro are still resolution limited and retain the image quality, while both 60mm and 90mm cameras are
sensitivity limited with SNR deteriorating. Similar trend takes place in the SWIR band as well.
Due to the low F-number and low-noise CMOS FPA, the low light performance of EO band is at least equal to high Fnumber, EMCCD-equipped cameras of the competing payloads.
The MWIR band’s F-number provides the optimal performance with the current 10µm pixel pitch FPAs. With the HD
or full HD FPA the MWIR imagery provides amount of detail far exceeding one of the VGA-equipped FLIR devices.
The modular design allows future upgrade to smaller pixel pitch, with rear optics module of lower F-number. Special
effort was applied to maximize the optical transmittance of the MWIR band. The achieved optical transmittance is about
60% (including the central obscuration effect), which is considered as a remarkable result for a catadioptric
multispectral camera.
The optical and physical characteristics of the spotter camera provide superior performance in various operational
conditions.

Fig.3. Range performance of the EO band, compared with 60 and 90mm aperture spotter cameras

Fig.4. Examples of imagery (long range, ground level imaging). Clockwise: SWIR NFOV, EO SNFOV, EO NFOV, MWIR

SUMMARY
The 170mm-aperture multispectral (VNIR/SWIR/MWIR) catadioptric spotter camera is the primary sensor of the newly
developed Spectro XR payload. Aluminum-alloy reflective telescope achieves optical quality suitable for the visible
band, and maintains the performance in wide temperature range and under vibration. Optimized F-number parameters
and advanced FPAs enable high level of resolution and sensitivity in broad range of illumination and contrast
conditions. Precise boresight is provided between the imaging channels. Special calibration methods and advanced
image enhancement help realizing the image quality potential.
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